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John Adams to Dr. Benjamin Rush

This letter, purchased by The Historical Society at the second Biddle sale, tells much of Adams the man, and not a little of Adams the political figure. Some will read with interest the philosophy of history outlined here; students of Latin American affairs will note Adams’ astringent comments on the Miranda expedition; political scientists, his views on men and governments generally. Rush’s medical experiments, the future of oratory in the United States, and the “dreadful bondage” imposed by masses of papers, journals, and letters on an elderly gentleman considering—or rather refusing to consider—the writing of his memoirs are delightfully expounded. The whole is tinctured with Adams’ dry humor and with that conservative outlook often associated with the mental processes of New Englanders.

M. L. B.

Quincy
July 23, 1806

Dear Sir

I have two of your Letters to acknowledge at once. The Treatise on the spleen¹ I have read, and been entertained by it, perhaps more than I should have been if I had been better acquainted with the Sciences on which it depends. Your medical speculations are to me as entertaining as Romances of which I am a great lover: but they are as much in request among the learned of your Profession: so that I conclude they have more solid merit that I can pretend to be capable of estimating. One of my Family Physicians has had your medical Works in Boston, ever since their arrival and I have not yet been able to get a sight of them. I have sent him this new Work and I know not but you may be flattered or vexed with reviews of both.

The appointment of my Son,² to a Professorship founded by one of his relatives I hope will do no harm to the public, although I dread the consequences of it to his health. Aristotle, Dionissius Hallicarnassensis, Longinus Quintillian, Demosthenes and Cicero, with twenty others are not easily read and studied by a Man of the World and a Senator of the United States. And after all cui bono? Oratory in this Age? Secrecy! Cunning! Silence! voila les grands Sciences des temps moderns. Washington! Franklin! Jefferson! Eternal Silence! impenetrable Secrecy! deep cunning! These are the talents and Virtues, which are triumphant in these days—And in ancient days was it much otherwise? Demosthenes and Cicero, the two consummate Masters died Martyrs to their Excellence. When I group Washington with Franklin and Jefferson, I mean only in the article of silence. He had integrity and public Virtue, as I seriously believe. Thus much for your Letter of the 26 of June, that of the Eleventh of July might be answered by a Volume.

Is there in the world, at this day a Thuanus?³ There may be, but I fear there is not. An Historian who could look through Europe and America and detail the Events and Characters of the world from 1760, to 1806 and then solemnly and truly say at the End of his work, “Pro Veritate Historiarum mearum, Deum ipsum Obtestor,” would, as slightly as you and I think of History in general, be a great blessing to Mankind. To such an Historian, even the Secret Memoirs of the Court of St. Cloud, and Cumberland’s memoirs of his own Life might be of some Use. I have the most curiosity to see the last. I was somewhat acquainted with Cumberland.⁴ He had a morbid Irritability in him, which rendered him disagreeable to the Men of Letters in general: but his writings in Poetry are worthy of the Study of Posterity and his prose Style, is the most classical English of the last forty years.

You are not the only one of my friends, who has very seriously urged me to write an History of my own times, or of my own Life—I have very serious Ideas of the Duties of an Historian. I think that

² John Quincy Adams was appointed Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory, June 12, 1806.
³ Jacques-Auguste de Thou (1553–1617), French statesman and historian, author of a history of his times.
⁴ Richard Cumberland (1732–1811), English dramatist. His Memoirs were published in 1807.
no History should be written but under the oath of Thuanus. I know not whether his oath ought not to be extended farther and administered and taken in the Words of the oath of a Witness in our Courts of Justice to tell the truth, the whole Truth and nothing but the Truth.

Of all Men, who have acted a part in the affairs of the World I am afraid I have been the most careless and negligent, in preserving Papers. I must write too many things from memory, and often times facts to which there is no other Witness left alive. The task, besides is so extensive, that I have not time left to execute it. To rummage Trunks, Letter books, bits of Journals and great heaps and bundles of old papers, is a dreadful bondage to old age, and an extinguisher of old Eyes. The few letters of which I made Copies are preserved, but so many accidents happen to such things, that they may be lost: and indeed they were all written in so much haste, and so carelessly put upon paper that they are not fit for the public Eye. What must I say of my own Vanity and Levity? Crimes I thank God I have none to record. Follies indiscretions and trifles enough and too many. What of the Jealousy and Envy of those who have been my most intimate friends, Colleagues and Coadjutors? What of the malice and Vengeance of unprovoked Enemies? It would be an easier Employment, to publish a Collection of my political works: but I cannot afford to print them at my own expence and I dont believe a subscription could be obtained, for the purpose, and no Bookseller would undertake it at his own expence and risque. These would be a tolerable Account of my own life, and contain some materials for public History.

Cobbet [sic] once said to Sam Malcolm⁵ "There never was a greater difference between two Men, than between Washington and Adams, in one point the desire of fame." [sic] Washington had an enormous an insatiable thirst for it: but Adams was as excessively careless of it." He did not I presume intend it, and I certainly did not consider it, as a compliment. I am very sensible that I have been negligent of it, to a fault, and a very great fault too. There have been very many times in my life, when I have been so agitated in my own mind as to have no consideration at all, of the light in which

⁵ Samuel B. Malcolm, Adams' private secretary during part of his term as President of the United States.
my Words Actions and even Writings, would be considered by others. Indeed I never could bring myself Seriously to consider that I was a great Man, or of much importance or consideration in the World. The few traces that remain of me, must I believe go down to posterity in much confusion and distraction, as my life has been passed.

Enough surely of Egotism! I rejoice that your Son⁶ is not with Miranda.⁷ The command of a Gun boat is a better Employment. He must be a navy officer. He is an Enthusiast for it, and I wish he may be an Admiral. I drank a Glass of wine with him on the 4th of July though I did not see him. My Grandson,⁸ has been an Enthusiast, for a military life by land or Sea from his Infancy, his Great Grandfather Stevens, was an officer in the Army and died in the service, and such a circumstance commonly gives a military cast to a family for several generations. I wish however that he was a common Sailor, under your Son in his Gun boat rather than what he is, where he is. I have no idea that the Spaniards in South America, are capable of a free government, and a military despotism under Miranda, or even a simple monarchy, would not be better that I can see, than their present subjection to the Court of Spain. In short nothing seems to me to have been considered by Miranda in this Expedition. He has consulted nothing but his own passions, his resentments and his ambition, or perhaps his necessities and desperation. Those who have been concerned with him, must, I think have been as blind and thoughtless as himself. As I knew nothing of the expedition till after it had Sailed I could do nothing to prevent it, and now I can do nothing to retrieve it. Providence will decide its fate and I must submit.

Your reflexions on human affairs, and particularly on the progress of the public opinion in the case of our Revolution, are as profound as they are just and true. I have sometimes thought that the public

---

⁶ John Rush, eldest son of Benjamin Rush.
⁷ Francisco Miranda, Venezuelan revolutionist, one of the greatest of those working for Latin American independence. His filibustering expedition organized in New York late in 1805 failed because of lack of support in Venezuela.
⁸ William Steuben Smith, the son of Colonel William Stephens Smith and Adams’ daughter Abigail. Colonel Smith was tried for complicity in the recruiting of men and supplies for Miranda’s expedition. Although acquitted of the charges brought against him, he was discharged from his office of Collector of the Port of New York. This doubtless helps to account for the acerbity of Adams’ comments.
opinion, is never right concerning present measures or future events. The Secret of affairs is never known to the public, till after the Event and often not then. Even in the freest and most popular governments, Events are preparing by causes that are at work in secret, known only to a very few, partially communicated in confidence to a few others, but never fully made known to the people till long after all is past. And very often the real Springs, motives and causes remain secrets in the breasts of a few and perhaps of one, and perish with their Keepers like the secret of Junius’s Letters.

Your Divine was more Satirical than theological. God throws Empires and Kingdoms, as he does Rains Plagues, Earthquakes, Storms, Sunshine Good and Evil, in a manner that We cannot comprehend, and as far as We can see very often without that regard to the Morality which We think should govern the World. But although We see not as he Sees, We have reasons enough to establish a rational belief that all these things are disposed by unerring Wisdom, Justice and Benevolence. Nor do I see any reason to distinguish Emperors, Kings Consuls or Presidents from the rest of Mankind. They are as good, in general, in proportion to their numbers as their subjects, and if worthless Men are sometimes at the head of affairs, it is, I believe because worthless Men are at the tail and in the middle. The most exalted Talents too are thrown upon the most worthless and wicked of Men as exorbitant Wealth was given to Chartres, as it were to shew in how small estimation are Talents Wealth and Power, in the sight of heaven, according to Arbuthnot's Epitaph. These things would go far towards Seducing Men to the opinions of Jacques le Fataliste, if they did not take into their consideration a future state of retribution. I should never be weary of writing to you, but I am sure you must be weary of reading as much as this from your assured Friend

J. Adams

Dr. Rush I send you, my Sons oration.

9 Francis Charteris (1675–1732), the typical profligate and so described by Arbuthnot in an epitaph published in the Gentleman's Magazine.

10 Jacques le Fataliste, et son maître, a novel by Diderot published in 1796.